
Bill underscores the humanity of each aborted baby, 
requires abortion clinics to fully inform women 
considering drug-induced abortions 
 
INDIANAPOLIS, IN - Indiana Right to Life applauds today's passage of Senate Bill 299 by the 
Indiana House as a critical step in underscoring the humanity of each aborted baby while 
detailing what abortion clinics must tell women considering abortion about Indiana's humane 
final disposition law.  The bill passed by a vote of 78-13. The bill will now move to Governor 
Eric Holcomb for his consideration. 
A key component of the bill is a requirement that abortion clinics must inform pregnant women 
considering abortion-inducing drugs that, following the abortion, there will be the expulsion of 
an aborted baby. Abortion clinics must also allow women to return aborted babies for humane 
disposition by interment or cremation. 
 
The bill also requires that abortion clinics maintain a log for each aborted baby. This log must 
include the date of the abortion, whether the abortion was surgical or induced by an abortion 
inducing drug, and whether a funeral director will be retrieving the aborted baby. In the event of 
a chemically induced abortion, the log must identify whether the pregnant woman will cremate 
or inter the aborted baby, or whether she will return the aborted baby to the abortion facility for 
cremation or interment. 
 
The bill also requires that any contracts between abortion clinics and crematoriums or funeral 
homes must be made available for review by the state, and that copies of any burial transit 
permits must be kept in a permanent file. In addition, any entity receiving aborted babies for 
interment or cremation must confirm that the total number of aborted babies match the 
information contained in the burial transit and accompanying log. This section in particular will 
help prevent any Klopfer-like situations from ever happening again in Indiana. 
 
"The fact that this bill addresses the humane final disposition of aborted babies underscores 
the humanity of each one of them," states Indiana Right to Life President and CEO Mike 
Fichter. "Indiana's current humane final disposition law, as upheld by the Supreme Court, 
contains grey areas we believe abortion clinics use to keep women in the dark, especially 
when it comes to drug-induced abortions. This bill addresses these areas and makes sure 
women get all the facts, including the reality that a drug-induced abortion will result in an 
aborted baby. We will continue working for a day when no child is aborted in Indiana. Until that 
day comes, this bill will make sure these children are never again treated like common medical 
waste in our state." 
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